We consider the problem of consensus in the challenging classic model. In this model, the adversary is adaptive; it can choose which processors crash at any point during the course of the algorithm. Further, communication is via asynchronous message passing: there is no known upper bound on the time to send a message from one processor to another, and all messages and coin flips are seen by the adversary. We describe a new randomized consen- sus protocol with expected message complexity O(n 2 log 2 n) when fewer than n/2 processes may fail by crashing. This is an almost-linear improvement over the best previously known protocol, and within logarithmic factors of a known (n 2 ) message lower bound. The protocol further ensures that no process sends more than O(n log 3 n) messages in expectation, which is again within logarithmic factors of optimal. We also present a generalization of the algorithm to an arbitrary number of failures t, which uses expected O(nt + t 2 log 2 t) total messages. Our approach is to build a message-efficient, resilient mechanism for aggregating individual processor votes, implementing the message-passing equivalent of a weak shared coin. Roughly, in our protocol, a processor first announces its votes to small groups, then propagates them to increasingly larger groups as it generates more and more votes. To bound the number of messages that an individual process might have to send or receive, the protocol progressively increases the weight of generated votes. The main technical challenge is bounding the impact of votes that are still "in flight" (generated, but not fully propagated) on the final outcome of the shared coin, especially since such votes might have different weights. We achieve this by leveraging the structure of the algorithm, and a technical argument based on martingale concentration bounds. Overall, we show that it is possible to build an efficient message-passing implementation of a shared coin, and in the process (almost-optimally) solve the classic consensus problem in the asynchronous message-passing model.
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Introduction
Consensus [25, 26] is arguably the most well-studied problem in distributed computing. The FLP impossibility result [23] , showing that consensus could not be achieved deterministi-cally in an asynchronous message-passing system with even one crash failure, sparked a flurry of research on overcoming this fundamental limitation, either by adding timing assumptions, e.g. [21] , employing failure detectors, e.g. [16] , or by relaxing progress conditions to allow for randomization, e.g. [13] .
In particular, a significant amount of research went into isolating time and space complexity bounds for randomized consensus in the shared-memory model, e.g. [3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 14, 22] , developing elegant and technically complex tools in the process. As a result, the time complexity of consensus in asynchronous shared memory is now well characterized: the tight bound on total number of steps is (n 2 ) [12] , while the individual step bound is (n) [7] . 1 Somewhat surprisingly, the complexity of randomized consensus in the other core model of distributed computing, the asynchronous messagepassing model, is much less well understood. In this model, communication is via full-information, asynchronous message passing: there is no known upper bound on the time to send a message from one processor to another, and all messages are seen by the adversary. Further, as in the shared memory model, the adversary is adaptive; it can choose which processors crash at any point during the course of the algorithm. We refer to this as the classic model. While simulations exist [11] allowing shared-memory algorithms to be translated to message-passing, their overhead in terms of message complexity is at least linear in n, the number of nodes. Specifically, to our knowledge, the best previously known upper bound for consensus in asynchronous message-passing requires expected (n 3 ) messages, by simulating the elegant shared-memory protocol of Attiya and Censor-Hillel [12] , using the simulation from [11] . It is therefore natural to ask if message-efficient solutions for randomized consensus can be achieved, and in particular if quadratic shared-memory communication cost for consensus can be also achieved in message-passing systems against a strong, adaptive adversary. Contribution In this paper, we propose a new randomized consensus protocol with expected message complexity O(n 2 log 2 n) against a strong (adaptive) adversary, in an asynchronous message-passing model in which less than n/2 processes may fail by crashing. 2 This is an almost-linear improvement over the best previously known protocol. Our protocol is also locally-efficient, ensuring that no process sends or receives more than expected O(n log 3 n) messages, which is within logarithmic factors of the linear lower bound [12] . We also provide a generalization to an arbitrary known number of failures t < n/2, which uses O(nt + t 2 log 2 t) messages.
Our general strategy is to construct a message-efficient weak shared coin. A weak shared coin with parameter δ > 0 is a protocol in which for each possible return value ± 1, there is a probability of at least δ that all processes return that value. We then show that this shared coin can be used in a message-efficient consensus protocol modeled on a classic shared-memory protocol of Chandra [15] .
Further, we present a more efficient variant of the protocol for the case where t is known to be o(n), based on the observation that we can "deputize" a subset of 2t + 1 of the processes to run the consensus protocol, and broadcast their result to all n processes. The resulting protocol has total message complexity O(nt + t 2 log 2 t), and O(n + t log 3 t) individual message complexity.
Overall, we show that it is possible to build messageefficient weak shared coins and consensus in asynchronous message-passing systems. An interesting aspect of our constructions is that message sizes are small: since processes only communicate vote counts, whose meaning is clarified later, messages only require O(log n) bits of communication.
Technical background Since early work by Bracha and Rachman [14] , implementations of weak shared coins for shared-memory systems with an adaptive adversary have generally been based on the idea of voting: each process generates locally votes of ± 1, communicates them, and then takes the sign of the sum of received votes. Generating a vote consists of flipping a local coin, and for the purposes of analysis, we track the sum of these generated votes as they are produced whether they are communicated immediately or not. In the simplest version of this voting method, if processes between them generate n 2 votes of ± 1, then the absolute value of the sum of these votes will be at least n with constant probability. Assuming a process writes out each vote before generating another, the adversary can only hide up to f < n votes by delaying or crashing processes. So when the generated vote has absolute value at least n, the total vote seen by the survivors will still have the same sign as the actual total vote.
Such algorithms can be translated to a message-passing setting directly using the classic Attiya-Bar-Noy-Dolev (ABD) simulation [11] . The main idea of the simulation is that a write operation to a register is simulated by distributing a value to a majority of the processes (this is possible because of the assumption that a majority of the processes do not fail). Any subsequent read operation contacts a majority of the processes, and because the majorities overlap, this guarantees that any read sees the value of previous writes.
The obvious problem with this approach is that its message complexity is high: because ABD uses (n) messages to implement a write operation, and because each vote must be written before the next vote is generated if we are to guarantee that only O(n) votes are lost, the cost of this direct translation is (n 3 ) messages. Therefore, the question is whether this overhead can be eliminated. Techniques To reduce both total and local message complexity, we employ two techniques. The first is an algorithmic technique to reduce the message complexity of distributed vote counting by using a binary tree of process groups called cohorts, where each leaf corresponds to a process, and each internal node represents a cohort consisting of all processes in the subtree. Instead of announcing each new vote to all participants, new ± 1 votes are initially only announced to small cohorts at the bottom of the tree, but are propagated to increasingly large cohorts as more votes are generated. As the number of votes grows larger, the adversary must crash more and more processes to hide them. This generalizes the one-crash-one-vote guarantee used in shared-memory algorithms to a many-crashes-many-votes approach.
At the same time, this technique renders the algorithm message-efficient. Given a set of generated votes, the delayed propagation scheme ensures that each vote accounts for exactly one update at the leaf, 1/2 updates (amortized) at the 2-neighborhood, and in general, 1/2 i (amortized) updates at the ith level of the tree. Practically, since the ith level cohort has 2 i members, the propagation cost of a vote is exactly one message per tree level. In total, that is log n messages per vote, amortized.
A limitation of the above scheme is that a fast process might have to generate all the (n 2 ) votes itself in order to decide, which would lead to high individual message complexity. The second technical ingredient of our paper is a procedure for assigning increasing weight to a processes' votes, which reduces individual complexity. This general idea has previously been used to reduce individual work for shared-memory randomized consensus [5, 7, 10] ; however, we design and analyze a new weighting scheme that is customized for our vote-propagation mechanism.
In our scheme, each process doubles the weight of its votes every 4n log n votes, and we run the protocol until the total reported variance-the sum of the squares of the weights of all reported votes-exceeds n 2 log n. Intuitively, this allows a process running alone to reach the threshold quickly, reducing per-process message complexity. This significantly complicates the termination argument, since a large number of generated votes, of various weights, could be still making their way to the root at the time when a process first notices the termination condition. We show that, with constant probability, this drift is not enough to influence the sign of the sum, by carefully bounding the weight of the extra votes via the structure of the algorithm and martingale concentration bounds. We thus obtain a constant-bias weak shared coin. The bounds on message complexity follow from bounds on the number of votes generated by any single process or by all the processes together before the variance threshold is reached.
The vote-propagation mechanism is organized using a message-passing implementation of a shared object called a max register [6, 8] . In brief, a max register is a shared object maintaining a value v, and supporting MaxRead and MaxUpdate operations, where MaxRead simply returns the value of the object, and MaxUpdate(u) only updates u if u > v. Each cohort is assigned a max register implemented across the processes in that cohort. As long as fewer than half of those processes fail, the max register will report the most complete total of votes that has been written to it. Because processes will not generate new votes until they have propagated votes as required by the algorithm, we can show that the total in a cohort's max register is likely to be reasonably close to the actual total of all votes that have been generated by processes within the cohort. This is true even if the max register fails: non-faulty processes in the cohort will eventually stop generating new votes, and all but a few older votes that precede the failure will already have been propagated to some higher-level max register representing a larger cohort. In the analysis of the protocol, we show that even adding up all the sources of errors across all the cohorts still leaves the reported total in the root max register close to the actual sum of all of the votes that have ever been generated, whether those votes are announced or not.
Finally, we convert the shared coin construction into a consensus algorithm via a simple framework inspired by Chandra's shared-memory consensus protocol [15] , which in turn uses ideas from earlier consensus protocols of Chor, Israeli, and Li [20] and Aspnes and Herlihy [9] . Roughly, we associate each of the two possible decision values for consensus with a message-passing implementation of a max register, whose value is incremented by the "team" of processes supporting that value for the shared coin. If a process sees that its own team has fallen behind, it switches to the other team, and once one of the max register's value surpasses the other by two, the corresponding team wins. Ties are broken (eventually) by having processes that do not observe a clear leader execute a weak shared coin. This simple protocol gives the consensus protocol the same asymptotic complexity as the shared coin in expectation.
System model and problem statement
Asynchronous message-passing We consider the standard asynchronous message-passing model, in which n processes communicate with each other by sending messages through channels. We assume that there are two uni-directional channels between any pair of processes. Communication is asynchronous, in that messages can be arbitrarily delayed by a channel, and in particular may be delivered in arbitrary order. However, we assume that messages are not corrupted by the channel.
Computation proceeds in a sequence of steps. At each step, a process checks incoming channels for new messages, then performs local computation, and sends new messages. A process may become faulty, in which case it ceases to perform local computation and to send new messages. A process is correct if it takes steps infinitely often during the execution. We assume that at most t < n/2 processes may be faulty during the execution. Adversary and cost Message delivery and process faults are assumed to be controlled by a strong (adaptive) adversary. At any time during the computation, the adversary can examine the entire state of the system (in particular, the results of process coinflips), and decide on process faults and messages to be delivered.
The (worst-case) message complexity of an algorithm is simply the maximum, over all adversarial strategies, of the total number of messages sent by processes running the algorithm. Without loss of generality, we assume that the adversary's goal is to maximize the message complexity of our algorithm. Consensus In the (binary) randomized consensus problem, each process starts with an input in {0, 1}, and returns a decision in {0, 1}. A correct protocol satisfies agreement: all processes that return from the protocol choose the same decision, validity: the decision must equal some process's input, and probabilistic termination: every non-faulty process returns after a finite number of steps, with probability 1.
A max register object maintains a value v, which is read using the MaxRead operation, and updated using the MaxUpdate operation. A MaxUpdate(u) operation changes the value only if u is higher than the current value v.
Related work
The first shared-memory protocol for consensus was given by Chor et al. citeChorIL87 for a weak adversary model, and is based on a race between processors to impose their proposals. Abrahamson [1] gave the first wait-free consensus protocol for a strong adversary, taking exponential time. Aspnes and Herlihy [9] gave the first polynomial-time protocol, which terminates in O(n 4 ) expected total steps. Subsequent work, e.g. [3, 10, 14, 27] , continued to improve upper and lower bounds for this problem, until Attiya and Censor [12] showed a tight (n 2 ) bound on the total number of steps for asynchronous randomized consensus. In particular, their lower bound technique implies an (t (n − t)) total message complexity lower bound and a (t) individual message complexity lower bound for consensus in the asynchronous message-passing model. Our (n/2 − 1)-resilient algorithms match both lower bounds within logarithmic factors, while the t-resilient variant matches the first lower bound within logarithmic factors.
To our knowledge, the best previously known upper bound for consensus in asynchronous message-passing requires (n 3 ) messages. This is obtained by simulating the elegant shared-memory protocol of Attiya and Censor-Hillel [12] , using the simulation from [11] . A similar bound can be obtained by applying the same simulation to an O(n)-individual-work algorithm of Aspnes and Censor [7] .
A parallel line of research studied the message complexity of synchronous fault-tolerant consensus [17] [18] [19] . This work strongly relies on the fact that processors proceed in lockstep, and therefore the techniques would not be applicable in our setting.
A message-passing max register
To coordinate the recording of votes within a group, we use a message-passing max register [6] . The algorithm is adapted from [8] , and is in turn based on the classic ABD implementation of a message-passing register [11] . The main change from [8] is that we allow the max register to be maintained by groups of g < n processes. Description We consider a group G of g processes, which implement the max register R collectively. Each process p i in the group maintains a current value estimate v i locally. The communicate procedure [11] broadcasts a request to all processes in the group G, and waits for at least g/2 replies. Since t < n/2 processes may crash, and g may be small, a process may block while waiting for replies. This only affects the progress of the protocol, but not its safety. Our shared coin implementation will partition the n processes into max register groups, with the guarantee that some groups always make progress.
To perform a MaxRead operation, the calling process communicates a MaxRead(R) request to all other processes, setting its local value v i to be the maximum value received. Before returning this value, the process communicates an additional MaxReadACK(R, v i ) message. All processes receiving such a message will update their current estimate of R, if this value was less than v i . If it receives at least g/2 replies, the caller returns v i as the value read. This ensures that, if a process p i returns v i , no other process may later return a smaller value for R.
A MaxUpdate with input u is similar to a MaxRead: the process first communicates a MaxUpdate(R, u) message to the group, and waits for at least g/2 replies. Process p i sets its estimate v i to the maximum between u and the maximum value received in the first round, before communicating this value once more in a second broadcast round. Again, all processes receiving this message will update their current estimate of R, if necessary. The algorithm ensures the following properties.
Lemma 1 The max register algorithm above implements a linearizable max register. If the communicate procedure broadcasts to a group G of processes of size g, then the message complexity of each operation is O(g), and the operation succeeds if at most g/2 processes in the group are faulty.
The proof of this Lemma is virtually identical to the proof of correctness of the message-passing max register of [8, Theorem 5.1]. The only difference is that our construction may use a variable number of participants g < n; hence, we omit the proof here.
The weak shared coin algorithm
We now build a message-efficient asynchronous weak shared coin. Processes generate random votes, whose weight increases over time, and progressively communicate them to groups of nodes of increasing size. This implements a shared coin with constant bias, which in turn can be used to implement consensus.
Let vote = ±w k with equal probability return sgn(total root ) /* return sign of root total */ Algorithm 1: Shared coin using increasing votes.
Vote propagation The key ingredient is a message-efficient construction of an approximate distributed vote counter, which allows processes to maintain an estimate of the total number of votes generated, and of their sum and variance. This distributed vote counter is structured as a binary tree, where each process is associated with a leaf. Each subtree of height h is associated with a cohort of 2 h processes, corresponding to its leaves. To each such subtree s, we associate a max register R s , implemented as described above, whose value is maintained by all the processes in the corresponding cohort. For example, the value at each leaf is only maintained by the associated process, while the root value is tracked by all processes.
The max register R s corresponding to the subtree rooted at s maintains a tuple consisting of three values: the count, an estimate of the number of votes generated in the subtree; var, an estimate of the variance of the generated votes; and total, an estimate of the sum of generated votes. These tuples are ordered lexicographically, with the count as the most significant position. This ensures that processes always adopt a tuple with maximum count. As it happens, the correctness of the algorithm depends only on the fact that tuples with high counts overwrite tuples with lower counts, so the use of the other components to break ties is an arbitrary choice.
A process maintains max register estimates for each subtree it is part of. Please see Algorithm 1 for the pseudocode. In the kth iteration of the shared coin, the process generates a new vote with weight ±w k chosen as described in the next paragraph. After generating the vote, the process will propagate its current set of votes up to the level corresponding to the highest power of two which divides k (line 15). At each level from 1 (the level of the leaf's parent) up to r , the process reads the max registers of its left and right children, and updates the count, total, var of the parent to be the sum of the corresponding values at the child max registers (lines [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Note that there is no guarantee that the reads of the children occur at the same time, or that the order in which different processes read two sibling registers are consistent: the only thing required for the analysis is that whatever value is ultimately stored in each max register has a high total count. If n divides k, then the process also checks the count at the root. If the root variance is greater than the threshold of K votes, the process returns the sign of the root total as its output from the shared coin. Otherwise, the process continues to generate votes. Vote generation Each process generates votes with values ±w k in a series of epochs, each epoch consisting of T = 4n log n loop iterations. Within each epoch, all votes have the same weight, and votes are propagated up the tree of max registers using the schedule described above.
After T loop iterations in an epoch, the weight of the votes doubles, and a new epoch begins. This ensures that only O(log n) epochs are needed until a single process can generate votes with enough variance by itself to overcome the offsets between the observed vote and the generated vote due to delays in propagation up the tree.
Because votes have differing weights, we track the total variance of all votes included in a max register in addition to their number, and continue generating votes until this total variance exceeds a threshold K = n 2 log n, at which point the process returns the sign of the root total (line 24).
Complete algorithm analysis
In this section, we prove correctness of the weak shared coin algorithm in Sect. 5 on the choices of the adversary (which we take to be determined by the outcome of previous coin-flips in the algorithm), the expected increment produced by a fair w vote is zero.
What makes martingales useful for our purpose is that they generalize in many ways sums of independent random variables while allowing some limited dependence. Like sums of independent random variables, martingales have many well-understood convergence properties that constrain how far they are likely to drift from their starting points.
In particular, a martingale version of the Central Limit Theorem [24, Theorem 3.2] is used to show that, the generated vote V root [t] .total is normally distributed in the limit when V root [t] .var crosses the variance threshold K (Lemma 6). So with constant probability it will be far from the origin: the margin of victory of the majority sign will be large. As in previous shared-memory shared coin protocols, we next argue that this large margin means that when each .total is the trickiest part of the analysis, and makes extensive use of a version of the Azuma-Hoeffding inequality from [10] 
is equal to a sum of intervals of type (a) (Lemma 7). The rest of the argument involves using the length of these intervals to bound the variance of the votes included in them, and then apply Azuma-Hoeffding to show that these missing votes do not add too much error even if we allow the adversary to choose the boundaries of the intervals after seeing the votes.
We now give the details of the argument. The first step in the analysis requires some straightforward lemmas about how many votes can be generated within a subtree before they are propagated to the max register at its root. For simplicity, we assume that the number of processes n is a power of two. If this is not the case, we build a sparse truncated tree, where each leaf still has height log n, and maintain the property that the max register at a node is maintained by the nodes in the corresponding subtree. Vote propagation The algorithm is based on the idea that, as processes take steps, counter values for the cohorts get increased, until, eventually, the root counter value surpasses the threshold, and processes start to return. We first provide a way of associating a set of generated votes to each counter value.
We say that a process p i registers a number x i of (consecutive) locally-generated votes to node s if, after generating the last such vote, process p i updates the max register R s at s in its loop iteration. See Fig. 1 If s is a leaf, the claim is straightforward, since each process writes the vote count, total, and variance at its leaf after generating the vote. (We can regard the single-writer register at the leaf as a max register.) For the induction step, let be the left child of s, and r be the right child. By the induction hypothesis, there exists a process p i which updates the left child max register to m/2 j=1 x j , and a process p k which updates the right child max register to m j=m/2+1 x j . We now focus on the value of the max register R s at s after both processes p i and p k complete their MaxUpdate operations at s. Crucially, notice that, since both processes first read the max register R at , then the one at r , one of the operations must necessarily "see" the value the other wrote at the corresponding child. Therefore, one of the processes, say p i , must write a value of at least m j=1 x j to the max register R s , as claimed.
Technical results
We now give a few technical results which will be useful in bounding the weight of votes generated by processors globally, and by individual processors. This will then be useful in bounding the individual message cost of the algorithm. Define n i as the number of votes generated by process p i during an execution. We first analyze the total variance of generated votes, the maximum weight of a vote, and the maximum number of votes generated by a processor.
Lemma 3 Fix an arbitrary execution of Algorithm 1. Then the following hold:
1. The total variance of generated votes satisfies
2. For any process p i ,
and n i = O(n log 2 n).
Proof Examining the algorithm, we see that every n votes, process p i both propagates all of its votes to the root max register and checks the total variance against K . It follows that (a) the root max register includes all but at most n votes for each process, and (b) each process generates at most n additional votes after var root passes K . Since each of these 2n missing and extra votes from process p i has weight bounded by w n i , we get a bound
where (a) follows by noticing that T consecutive weights are equal, and (b) follows by simple expansion. Rearranged, the previous relation gives (1). The asymptotic bound follows by calculation. Next, we combine the preceding results to bound the maximum weight of any vote. We have
where the second inequality follows from Eq. 1. The stated bound follows by taking the square root of both sides. Finally, we bound the total number of votes n i generated by processor p i during the execution. Notice that this is constrained by
where the latter bound follows by Eq. 2. This gives:
which concludes the proof.
We now turn our attention to the sum, over all processes, of the square of maximum votes. This will turn out to be useful later, and also gives a slightly better bound on the total number of generated votes than simply multiplying the bound in Eq. 3 by n.
Lemma 4
For any execution of Algorithm 1, the following hold.
The squares of maximum votes satisfy
2. The total number of generated votes satisfies
Proof To prove the first claim, we notice that
For the proof of the second item, we notice that we have
for sufficiently large n and some constant a, where the equality follows by definition, and the inequality follows by the previous claim. The floor is inconvenient, so we remove it by taking
Convexity of 4 (x−1)/T −1 implies that we can apply Jensen's inequality, to obtain
Tracking delayed votes With all this technical machinery in place, we now turn your attention to bounding the difference between the sum of votes generated in the tree, and the sum of votes visible at the root. More precisely, for any adversary strategy A, let τ A be a stopping time corresponding to the first time t at which U root [t] .var ≥ K . We will use a martingale Central Limit Theorem to show that V root [τ A ].total converges to a normal distribution as n grows, when suitably scaled. This will then be used show that all processes observe a pool of common votes whose total is likely to be far from zero.
In particular, we use the following simplified version of [24, Theorem 3.2] , taken from [7] . The notation 
mt is bounded in m, and where N (0, 1) has a normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance.
Lemma 6
Let {A n } be a family of adversary strategies, one for each number of processes n ∈ N. Let τ n = τ A n be as above. Then
Proof Let Y nt be the t-th vote generated in the execution governed by A n , and let
So to prove (6), we need only verify that the random variables X nt satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5 for an appropriate choice of σ -algebras F n,t . That each X nt has zero mean is immediate from their definition. Again following the approach of [7] , we will let F n,t be generated by the signs of the first t votes. We also let the i-th vote have the same sign for all values of n, so that F n,t = F n ,t for all n, n . This trivially satisfies the last condition.
For the first condition, from Lemma 3 we have
Since the denominator dominates the numerator in both fractions under the square root, this converges to zero always. For the second condition, observe that K t X 2 nt is the sum of the squares of the weights of all votes generated by τ n . This quantity is at least K (as otherwise U root [τ n ].var could not have reached K ), and is at most
which converges to 1 always. Finally, for the third condition, we have already shown that max t |X nt | converges to 0, and since X 2 nt = |X nt | 2 for all n, t, we have that X 2 nt also converges to 0 for any fixed t; boundedness follows. 
Bounding unreported votes
where s ranges over all proper subtrees of s.
Proof Let and r be the left and right subtrees of s, and let t and t r be the times at which the values added to produce U s [t s ].total were read from these subtrees. Then
Iterating this recurrence gives
as claimed.
To bound the right-hand side of (7), we consider each (horizontal) layer of the tree separately, and observe that the missing interval of votes V s [t parent(s ) ].total − V s [t s ].total for each subtree s in layer h consists of at most 2 h votes by each of at most 2 h processes. For each process p i individually, the variance of its 2 h heaviest votes, using Lemma 3, is at most 2 h 1 + (4/T ) n i j=1 w 2 j , so if we sum the total variance of at most 2 h votes from all processes, we get at most
We would like to use this bound on the total variance across all missing intervals to show that the sum of the total votes across all missing intervals is not too large. Intuitively, if we can apply a bound to the total variance on a particular interval, we expect the Azuma-Hoeffding inequality to do this for us. But there is a complication in that the total variance for an interval may depend in a complicated way on the actions taken by the adversary during the interval. So instead, we attack the problem indirectly, by adopting a different characterization of the relevant intervals of votes and letting the adversary choose between them to obtain the actual intervals that contributed to D root [t].
We will use the following extended version of the classic Azuma-Hoeffding inequality from [10] : 
when n is sufficiently large. The last step uses the fact that for K = n 2 log n and T = 4n log n, the value under the radical converges to 2 in the limit, and 3
Bounding extra votes For the last step, we need to show that the extra votes that arrive after K variance has been accumulated are not enough to push V root [t] close to the origin. For this, we use Kolmogorov's inequality, a martingale analogue to Chebyshev's inequality, which says that if we are given a zero-mean martingale {S i , F i } with bounded variance, then
.
Consider the martingale S 1 , S 2 , . . . where S i is the sum of the first i votes after V root [i] .var first passes K . Then from Lemma 3,
So for any fixed c, the probability that |S i | exceeds cK for any i is O(1/ log n) = o (1) . Putting the pieces together Finally, from Lemma 6, we have that the total common vote V root [τ n ].total converges in distribution to N (0, 1) when scaled by √ K = n √ log n. In particular, for any fixed constant c, there is a constant probability π c > 0 that for sufficiently large n, Pr V root [τ n ] ≥ cn √ log n ≥ π c . Let c be 7. Then with probability π 7 − o(1), all of the following events occur:
1. The common vote V root [τ n ].total exceeds 7n √ log n; 2. For any i, the next i votes have sum o(n √ log n); 3. The vote U root [t] .total observed by any process differs from V root [t] .total by at most 6n √ log n.
If this occurs, then every process observes, for some t,
In other words, all processes return the same value +1 with constant probability for sufficiently large n. By symmetry, the same is true for − 1. We have constructed a weak shared coin with constant agreement probability. Proof We have just shown that Algorithm 1 implements a weak shared coin with constant bias, and from Lemma 3 we know that the maximum number of votes generated by any single process is O(n log 2 n). Because each process communicates with a subtree of 2 h other processes every 2 −h votes, each level of the tree contributes (1) amortized outgoing messages and incoming responses per vote, for a total of (log n) messages per vote, or O(n log 3 n) messages altogether.
In addition, we must count messages received and sent by a process p as part of the max register implementation. Here for each process q in p's level-h subtree, p may incur O(1) messages every 2 h votes done by q. Each such process q performs at most O(n log 2 n) votes, and there are 2 h such q, so p incurs a total of O(n log 2 n) votes from its level-h subtree. Summing over all log n levels gives the same O(n log 3 n) bound on messages as for max-register operations initiated by p.
This gives the bound of O(n log 3 n) messages per process. Applying the same reasoning to the bound on the total number of votes from Lemma 4 gives the bound of O(n 2 log 2 n) on total message complexity.
From a shared coin to consensus
For the last step, we must show how to convert a messageefficient weak shared coin into message-efficient consensus. Typically, a shared coin is used in the context of a larger framework in which faster processes do not use the coin (to ensure validity) while slower processes use the shared coin (to ensure agreement after each round with constant probability). A direct approach is to drop the shared coin into an existing message-passing agreement protocol like BenOr's [13] . However, as recently observed by Aguilera and Toueg [2] , this can produce bad outcomes when the failure bound is large, because the adversary may be able to predict the value of the shared coin before committing to the value of the faster processes. Instead, we adapt a shared-memory consensus protocol, due to Chandra [15] , which, like many shared-memory consensus protocols has the early binding property identified by Aguilera and Toueg as necessary to avoid this problem.
Chandra's protocol uses two long arrays of bits to track the speed of processes with preference 0 or 1. The mechanism of the protocol is similar to previous protocols of Chor, Israeli, and Li [20] and Aspnes and Herlihy [9] : if a process observes that the other team has advanced beyond it, it adopts that value, and if it observes that all processes with different preferences are two or more rounds behind, it decides on its current preference secure in the knowledge that they will switch sides before they catch up. The arrays of bits effectively function as a max register, so it is natural to replace them with two max registers m[0] and m [1] , initially set to 0, implemented as in Sect. 4. Pseudocode for the resulting algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. Proof Validity follows from the fact that, if all processes start with the same preference x, then m[1 − x] never advances beyond zero and no process ever changes its preference.
Agreement is more subtle, although the ability to read the max register atomically makes the proof easier than the original proof in [15] . Suppose that some process returns p. Then this process previously read m[1 − x] ≤ r − 2 after writing m[x] ≥ r . At the time of this read, no other process has yet written r − 1 or greater to m [1 − x] , so any other process with preference 1 − x has not yet executed the write at the start of round r − 1. It follows that each such process sees m[x] ≥ (r − 1) + 1 and adopts x as its new preference before reaching round r . Since all processes entering round r agree on x, they all decide x after at most one more round.
For termination, it cannot be the case that processes with different preferences both avoid the shared coin in round r , because processes with both preferences x would need to read m[1 − x] < r after writing m[x] = r , violating the specification of the max register. Suppose that at least one process with preference x does not execute the shared coin in round r , and processes with preference 1 − x do. For this to occur, the adversary must show the preference-x process m[1 − x] ≤ r − 1 before any preference-(1 − x) process writes r to m [1 − x] , and thus before any process (with either preference) initiates SharedCoin r . It follows that SharedCoin r returns x to all processes with constant probability, producing agreement in round r and termination after at most two more rounds.
For a shared coin protocol with agreement parameter δ, we have a probability of at least δ per round that the protocol reaches agreement in that round. This gives an expected number of rounds of at most 1/δ + 2 = O (1) . Each involves at most three max-register operations for each process, imposing a cost of O(n) messages on that process and O(1) messages on each other process, plus an invocation of the shared coin. The expected individual message complexity is thus O(n) + T 1 (n) = O(T 1 (n) + n) as claimed. A similar argument shows the bound for total message complexity.
Using Algorithm 1 for the shared coin, T (n) dominates, giving that each process sends and receives O(n log 3 n) messages on average.
Variant for general failure parameter t
In this section, we describe a variant of the consensus protocol which adapts to the number of failures t. The basic idea is to reduce message complexity by "deputizing" a set of 2t + 1 processes to run the consensus protocol described in Sect. 7 and produce an output value, which they broadcast to all other participants. We note that the failure upper bound t needs to be known in advance by the protocol. Description For this, we fix processes p 1 , . . . , p 2t+1 to be the group of processes running the consensus protocol, which we call the deputies. When executing an instance of the protocol, each process first sends a Start message to the deputies. If the process is a deputy, it waits to receive Start notifications from n − t processes. Upon receiving these notifications, the process runs the algorithm from Sect. 7, where the only par-ticipants are processes p 1 , . . . , p 2t+1 . Upon completing this protocol, each deputy broadcasts a Result, value message to all processes, and returns the decided value. If the process is not a deputy, then it simply waits for a Result message from one of the deputies, and returns the corresponding value. Analysis This construction guarantees the following properties. The proof follows from the argument in Sect. 7.
Theorem 3
Let n, t > 0 be parameters such that t < n. The algorithm described above implements randomized consensus using O(nt + t 2 log 3 t) expected total messages, and O(n + t log 3 t) expected messages per process.
Conclusions and future work
We have described a randomized algorithm for consensus with expected message complexity O(n 2 log 2 n) that tolerates t < n/2 crash faults; this algorithm also has the desirable property that each process sends and receives expected O(n log 3 n) messages on average, and message size is logarithmic. We also present a generalization that uses expected O(nt + t 2 log 2 t) messages.
Two conspicuous open problems remain. The first is whether we can close the remaining poly-logarithmic gap for the message cost of consensus in the classic model. Second, can we use techniques from this paper to help close the gap for message-cost of Byzantine agreement in the classic model? To the best of our knowledge, the current lower bound for message cost of Byzantine agreement is (n 2 ), while the best upper bound is O(n 6.5 )-a significant gap.
